“44” Metrics for Test Case Review Effectiveness

1. Major Defects Per Test Case Review
2. Minor Defects Per Test Case Review
3. Total Defects Per Test Case Review
4. Ratio of Major to Minor Defects Per Test Case Review
5. Total Defects Per Test Case Review Hour
6. Major Defects Per Test Case Review Hour
7. Ratio of Major to Minor Defects Per Test Case Review Hour
8. Number of Open Defects Per Test Review
9. Number of Closed Defects Per Test Case Review
10. Ratio of Closed to Open Defects Per Test Case Review
11. Number of Major Open Defects Per Test Case Review
12. Number of Major Closed Defects Per Test Case Review
13. Ratio of Major Closed to Open Defects Per Test Case Review
14. Number of Minor Open Defects Per Test Case Review
15. Number of Minor Closed Defects Per Test Case Review
16. Ratio of Minor Closed to Open Defects Per Test Case Review
17. Percent of Total Defects Captured Per Test Case Review
18. Percent of Major Defects Captured Per Test Case Review
19. Percent of Minor Defects Captured Per Test Case Review
20. Ratio of Percent Major to Minor Defects Captured Per Test Case Review
21. Percent of Total Defects Captured Per Test Case Review Hour
22. Percent of Major Defects Captured Per Test Case Review Hour
23. Percent of Minor Defects Captured Per Test Case Review Hour
24. Ratio of Percent Major to Minor Defects Captured Per Test Case Review Hour
25. Percent of Total Defect Residual Per Test Case Review
26. Percent of Major Defect Residual Per Test Case Review
27. Percent of Minor Defect Residual Per Test Case Review
28. Ratio of Percent Major to Minor Defect Residual Per Test Case Review
29. Percent of Total Defect Residual Per Test Case Review Hour
30. Percent of Major Defect Residual Per Test Case Review Hour
31. Percent of Minor Defect Residual Per Test Case Review Hour
32. Ratio of Percent Major to Minor Defect Residual Per Test Case Review Hour
33. Number of Planned Test Case Reviews
34. Number of Held Test Case Reviews
35. Ratio of Planned to Held Test Case Reviews
36. Number of Reviewed Test Cases
37. Number of Unreviewed Test Cases
38. Ratio of Reviewed to Unreviewed Test Cases
39. Number of Compliant Test Case Reviews
40. Number of Non-Compliant Test Case Reviews
41. Ratio of Compliant to Non-Compliant Test Case Reviews
42. Compliance of Test Case Reviews
43. Non-Compliance of Test Case Reviews
44. Ratio of Compliance to Non-Compliance of Test Case Reviews